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About This Game

Kalaban is a horror-themed action-adventure game by Rayhouse Productions. The game focuses on storytelling and open-
ended gameplay.

STORY:
The year is 1995, in an alternate history version of Finland. Bob, a hermit and an American who has moved to Finland, lives in
a backwater cabin by himself. One night he is attacked by a hideous dog-like mutant. Now he must find out what is going on,

and discover the reason behind the outbreak.

FEATURES:

 Unique story and characters: While the game has a basic premise of mutant invasion, it also features a story with real
depth and complexity.

 Top-down action: Combat and exploration are the heart of this game. You kill monsters, gain loot and eat food to heal
yourself. We wanted to make the combat fun and approachable.
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 Mini-sandbox: After the introduction, the player is let loose on the gameworld. You're given the freedom to explore
the setting in a non-linear fashion.

 Dark comedy: The game is presented with a serious tone, but beneath it lies absurd comedy, with strange events and
characters.

 Player choice matters: Your actions and choices affect the how the story plays out. The game can be described as an
immersive sim from a top-down perspective.

 Hand-crafted world: All the level backgrounds are unique, and the main character is completely hand-animated. We
wanted to achieve a high level of polish with the art.

 Back to the 90s: The game is set in the recent past of Finland. The game is littered with tropes and references to the
pop culture of the yesteryear. In addition to that, we've taken many influences from older adventure games and DOS
titles.
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Title: Kalaban
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Rayhouse Productions
Publisher:
GRM Software
Release Date: 29 Dec, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 10, 8.x, 7, Vista, XP

Processor: 1 Ghz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: 256 MB graphics card

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 1 GB available space

English
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Rock game, like it. Tish is quintessential of hardcore and cool story line about war!

Positive sides:
+HADCORE(!)
+Story line
+You'll pay for your EACH misstake on battleground(!)
+Nice graphics for TD
+Sound track(!)
+Good optimization for PC with weak hardware (!)
+Gameplay as classic td with abilites
+Insane game(!!!)

Negative sides:
-Some little bugs, but i hope devs will fix them.
-Probably u can find more negative sides, but i saw only few bugs.

Resume:
If you rly love TDs Games, buy this without hesitation and don't give a ♥♥♥♥, this is awesome game.

IMO:
The ♥♥♥♥ing best TD of year. Thx devs.. I spent hundreds of hours in this game prior to it being on steam it was several years
was part of "Dogma" Clan met a lot of really cool people. There is alot of fun to be had in this game... but do not going into it
expecting the perfect STALKER MMO it is its own beast. Its far from perfect still and i doubt it will get alot better it seems the
same as it was 2 years ago just different players. But its worth spending a few hours in it you may even find that you enjoy it. I
know i did.. I like this game overall, I really do....but the constant poison is extremely aggrivating. It feels like every damn mob
poisons you which damage wise isn't bad. The problem is the screen flashes red every fracking step I take and it's hurting my
eyes. If you could carry more than 20 items to cure the fracking frack it would be fine but no, you contantly get fracking
poisoned and the screen fracking flashes fracking red all the fracking time. Good gods.

And then on top of that Ruby's attack makes the screen flash for every single mob for every single attack. I swear if I finish this
game I am going to go blind.

I generally like the rest of the game though.. A cynical rerelease of Nightork Adventures 1.
They barely changed anything.
Even if it weren't a terrible cash grab, the game is tedious, ugly and uninspired.
There are way better ways to spend $2.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/RlXdWoliq_I. I like this game but high ground advantage doesnt exist in it. A unit under a mountain or hill
can directly hit an enemy unit on the hill after it gets in the range. That really made me sad about it. Other than that, really nice
game of my late childhood.. I liked it the combat is pretty responsive also I love paper Mario. -Quick Review-
Gravilon might create it's own genre of game called "Puzzle Platformer". Gravilon has a unique spin on a combining minimalist
graphics and creating a 2D-platforming-puzzle atmosphere. While the game is very simple in appearance the game jumps in
difficulty very quickly.

-Detailed breakdown review-
Story: There really isn't a story in Gravilon, you're a block exploring the vastness of.... Gravilon.
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Game Play: I personally love simple controls, because then you can make the gameplay more complex and difficult based
around simple controls. (for example, with Super Meat Boy, you have insanely difficult levels, but simple controls)
For Gravilon, you move right or left, and have a "slow down time" move, most of the game complexity and difficulty comes
from the environment, you can reverse your gravity by touching little white blocks.There are often times multiple paths to
complete a level, once you spawn into a level, you need to make your way to the "end block".

Achievements: There are no achievements for Gravilon at this time. Thank goodness, the achievements would undoubtedly be
as difficult as the game. (it's always possible they might be added, just so I pull out my hair in frustration.)

Price Gravilon is priced at $1.99, that's a fair asking price for the amount of time most people will spend playing this game.

Conclusion: Gravilon is a nice short game that you'll play for a couple hours, depending on how good you are at puzzle + 2D +
platformers and or divided by stubbornness, you can probably drag out more time from the game.
While I don't really feel too strongly one way or another towards this game, I would recommend checking it out if for no other
reason then supporting the indie developer, quaint games like there are abundant but I personally always enjoy playing them..
Prawie jak na prawdziwym marsie.
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I'd heard good things about this point and click adventure game, so I decided to try it out. I played it during my lunch breaks at
work and found it to be quite enjoyable. It recalls fond memories of The Secret of Monkey Island, one of my favorite games of
all time.

Puzzles were mostly simple, though I'll admit I had to feed Juan the parrot a few crackers for hints on occasion. A few nice
ideas streamlined the experience. First of all, holding down the Space Bar would highlight objects around the room that you
could interact with. Also, the color of text hovering over objects changes color only if a new reaction will result.

The game has a fun sense of humor, and for some unknown reason I feel that pirates and dogs make a great combination.

I highly recommended Jolly Rover to classic point and click adventure game fans, especially those fond of the Monkey Island
series.. Pandemonium.
lol by the name you know it's a trash game. it's just trash, really leave it alone. 1/10. Yugo Duelist challenge will not unlock for
some reason. Other than that I like the decks that I have access to. Hopefully they fix this issue soon.. I hate you 3000. Alea
Jacta Est as an idea for a game is a good one
In execution it needs a lot of work
The game suffers from slow run time and an annoying habit of crashing and at times the game simply doesn't register my
commands and i have to click multiple times before it gets the message (although this cold just be the slow runtime)

The gameplay could be interesting if I knew what was going on as the tutorial does a very poor job of explaining how battles
work and tells you nothing at all about the units (ie what there stats mean, what different units are good for etc)
from what i can gather it seems that armies have a power score based on their units and health (possibly morale too) and this
combined with the general and terran will determine the outcome of a battle it feels like a more complex and interesting version
of the battle system in crusader kings or EU (which is good cause both those games need a better system for battles) and I feel
that if I could just figure out what to do (and have the game run well enough to have the chance to do it) It would be very deep
and challenging and a lot of fun.

As it stands now I wont recommend this game, give it a few months to sort itself out and wait for another steam sale by then
hopefully it will be running well enough to be some real fun.. A fantastic game which hides under a quite ugly tile based surface.
If you're a person which doesn't need to have great looking graphics and you're just a bit into dual stick roguelikes, please have a
look at this game. You combine different spells up to three times which each other to create new and more powerful spells.
From buffs, debuffs, damage over time, bolts and flares, everything is there for you to explore. The game is hard as balls but
that just makes it that more satisfying when you finally beat the boss you prior always lost to. If you don't look up the spells
online, the whole process of discovering them is quite exciting. You have something new to do on every run and the classes with
the several masteries just add to that. The only point which could turn you down are the graphics which are really dated. I saw
better looking tiles in other games but if you can get over it the game will surprise you with it's mechanics. To me fully worth
the price but if you don't want to pay as much, on sale it's a must buy.. This has a open area and has very less levels than the
previous installments. However, they added ALOT of monsters which helps enjoy the carnage despite the small levels. This
truly gives off the Doom feeling when you are fighting a huge army of monsters. I also like the comic story, and its pretty cool
to have cutscenes often. Its rather a bit easier than Overdose and the tarot cards are useful and fairly rewarding. But its fun if
you are up for more mindless shooting.. For the money you would think the graphics would be better or atleast some different
missions. Nice game ,reminds me of old times... This game is good i can't stop playing
You need to get deeper in to it at the start I was like hmmzzz boringg
But if you find out what things you can do in the game... it's amazing
Nice loot system the higher you go in floors the harder it gets
Upgrade your stats defend your room find blue prints super cool crafting system
Cool missions this game for me is a 9/10 don't know why its so mixed...
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